OUR FAVOURITE THINGS TO DO IN COPENHAGEN

WHEN IT'S COLD
“Visit the National Museum and go for a hot
cup of coffee afterwards”

“A walk in the Botanical Garden
is recommendable”

“Gallery crawl in Bredgade, City centre - so
great to go and see all the varying exhibitions”

“Get a nice cup of tea for take away and take
a stroll down the beach at Amager Strandpark
to enjoy the calmness”

“Design Museum Denmark – always amazing
to visit”

“Ice skating at Frederiksberg Runddel”

“A cocktail or beer at the bar Musen &
Elefanten (translated: The mouse and the
elephant) and sit by the fireplace”

“See a movie in Empire cinema located in the
heart of Nørrebro. Small and cosy cinema, with
a great selection of movies”

“Winter swimming in the harbour bath at Islands Brygge. Occasionally they open up for tourists as well. If
this is too Viking-like for you, go experience one of the oldest and best ballet companies in the world in
the beautiful buildings of The Royal Danish Theatre”

OUR FAVOURITE THINGS TO DO IN COPENHAGEN

WHEN IT'S RAINY
"Design Museum Denmark Large collection of Danish vintage furniture"

"Take a trip up the coast by train to see
Ordrupgaard and Finn Juhl's house"

"Statens Museum for Kunst - Always
something beautiful to see, even when it's
raining outside"

"Louisiana or Design Museum Denmark both have quite good cafés and between
the exhibitions and a lunch, you can end
up spending quite some time there
(whether you planned to or not!)"

"Explore one of Copenhagen's many music
venues like Pumpehuset just around the
corner from Hotel Alexandra"

"Take the Carlsberg tour and see how the
world-famous beer is made"

"The Royal Library, where new and old meet in the interconnected buildings. Find one of
the many small exhibitions around the building, drink a cup of tea with a view over the
water or simply enjoy the peacefulness in one of the different reading rooms"

OUR FAVOURITE THINGS TO DO IN COPENHAGEN

WHEN IT'S WARM
“Eating ice cream from Siciliansk Is (Sicilian
Ice Cream) in Skydebanegade at Vesterbro,
less than 20 minutes by foot from Hotel
Alexandra.”

“A bicycle ride along the seaside, out of
Copenhagen City to the beach, with a
picnic basket”

“A swim at Islands Brygge - definitely the
best place to be on a hot day”

“Having a drink at Kayak Bar which is a
restaurant/bar situated on the water near
by the bridge Knippelsbro. You can dip your
feet in the water while drinking af glas of
wine.”

“A cool drink by the harbour front at the
Royal Danish Playhouse or in the King's
Garden, (Kongens Have)”

“Walking around or relaxing in the shade of
a tree with a cold drink at The Assistens
Cemetery at Nørrebro”

“Exploring our neighbourhood Sweden. You can get to Sweden by train in 40 minutes.
Swimming in Øresund is a unique way of seeing the bridge that connects our two
countries”

OUR FAVOURITE THINGS TO DO IN COPENHAGEN

WHEN IT'S SUNNY
“A walk around the lakes, or Frederiksberg
Gardens (the most beautiful park in town)”

“Strolling around Jægersborgs Deer Park.
It takes less than 30 minutes to get there
from Hovedbanegården by train to
Klampenborg st. and it is a nice escape
from the busy city”

“Walking around Søndermarken, and if the
weather change seek shelter in The
Cisterns”

“A nice Danish beer in Kongens Have
(King’s Garden) or a bicycle ride around
the city.”

“Sitting outside one of the cafes at
Værnedamsvej, less than 20 minutes by
foot from Hotel Alexandra.”

“A bike ride to Christiania is preferred, and
then sitting near the lake looking at crazy
houses and people”

“A bike tour up Strandvejen north of Copenhagen gazing at mansions and ending up at
Bellevue Beach, where you can enjoy numerous buildings by Arne Jacobsen. Keep an eye
out for the gas station designed by the same Jacobsen on the way”

